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Abstract:

In this paper we propose hiding an image and extrac-
tion procedure using message digest algorithm. We are 
hiding an image in AVI (Audio Video Interleave) videos 
& extraction of an image from it. By choosing standard 
3 X 3mask of an authenticating image bits are embed-
ded in a single bit position. From authenticating image 
a message digest (MD-5) has been generated & to be 
inserted in the source image for additional security. Re-
sults were analyzed in terms of SNR, where proposed 
technique shows better performance. 

Keywords:
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I.INTRODUCTION:

Currently, internet and digital media are getting more 
& more popular. So, requirement of secure transmis-
sion of data also increased. Nowadays it’s a big chal-
lenge to hide data across the network. Data hiding is 
the process of embedding information inside a source 
data without changing its perceptual quality. Data hid-
ing is the art and science of writing hidden image in 
such a way that no one apart from the sender and in-
tended recipient even realizes there is a hidden image.  
Generally, in data hiding, the actual information is not 
maintained in its original format. It is converted into 
an alternative multimedia file like image, video or au-
dio. This apparent image is sent through the network 
to the recipient, where the actual image is separated 
from it. In this proposed paper we are hiding an image 
into video, then the embedded video issent through 
the network to the recipient, where the actual image is 
going to separate from it. We are using message digest 
algorithm technique.
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The proposed paper has a wide range of applications 
to protect data from potential enemy. There are sev-
eral tools & techniques to protect the originality of the 
image/video. In this paper using message digest algo-
rithm this technique has been proposed to perform 
the task.Embedded information within a source image 
is not visible [6, 9], and this key concept for hiding an 
image. In steganography [5, 7] theory the hidden data 
may be secrete message or secrete image whose pres-
ence within the source data should be undetectable. 
Hiding a message/image into an image without altering 
its visibility and properties is a challenging task. 

The least significant bit (LSB) replaced by Chandrmouli 
et al. [5] by masking, filtering & transformation on the 
source image is a common method to make these al-
terations. Dumitrescu et al. [7] proposed an algorithm 
for detecting LSB steganography.Pavan et al. [8] used 
entropy based technique for detecting the suitable ar-
eas in the document image where data can be embed-
ded with minimum distortion. S-Tools [12] performs by 
spreading the bit pattern of the file that you want to 
hide  across least significant bits (LSBs) of the color lev-
els in the image to prevent the prediction of potential 
enemy.

In recent works [2,9], it has been shown that digital 
data can be effectively hidden in an image so as to 
satisfy the criteria that the degradation to the source 
image is imperceptible and it should be possible to re-
cover the hidden under a variety of attack. 

This paper presents hiding an image into multiple vid-
eos using message digest algorithm. Here we have to 
insert the secret image into source videos.  The present-
ed work emphasizes on information and protection of 
an image against potential enemy. The produced out-
put will be authenticated image. Like this we can hide a 
single image into multiple videos.

Hiding an Image into Multiple Videos Using Message 
Digest Algorithm
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Section II of the paper deals with the proposed tech-
nique. Working algorithm is mentioned in section III. 
Results are given in section IV. Conclusion is mentioned 
in section V.

II.THE TECHNIQUE
A.Bit plane in Image

A bit plane of an image is a set of bits corresponding 
to a given bit position in each of the binary numbers 
representing the signal. For example, for 16-bit data 
representation there will be 16-bit planes. The first bit 
plane contains the set of the most significant bit (MSB) 
and the 16th bit plane contains the least significant bit 
(LSB). 

If a bit on the nth bit plane on an m-bit data is to set 1, 
it contributes a value of 2^ (m-n); otherwise it contrib-
utes nothing. For example, in the 8-bit value 10000101 
(133 in decimal), the bit planes works as follows:

Table 1: An 8-bit plane contribution.

Bit plane is sometimes used as synonymous tobitmap. 
One aspect of using bit plane is determining whether a 
bit plane is random noise or contains significant infor-
mation. One method for calculating this, compare each 
pixel (X, Y) to three adjacent pixels (X-1, Y), (X, Y-1) and 
(X-1, Y-1). If the pixel is the same as at least twice of the 
three adjacent pixels, it is not noise. A noisy bit plane 
will have 49-51% pixels that are noisy.

Figure 1.1: Possibility of noisy figures.

B.Proposed Methodology

The proposed technique enables authenticating image 
AIm,n of size m x n bits for the purpose of authenti-
cation of the source video. First the source videos are 
converted to image depending on number of frames. 

Then for converted images a standard 3 x 3 mask where 
chosen in row major order and single bit into each byte 
from authenticating image is inserted. 

The insertion position of the authenticating bit is calcu-
lated through a mathematical function which depends 
on the position of the pixel within the mask. In addition 
a 128-bit MD-5 key is generated from the authenticat-
ing image and is inserted it into the source video.
 
Figure 1.2 represents the flow diagram of the proposed 
technique. The block hiding an image into multiple 
videos using message digest algorithm performs the 
authentication process by embedding image & a MD-5 
key. Here we selected two source videos. 

Each videofiles are converted into images depending 
on the number of frames source video file. The au-
thenticated video may be sent to transfer the secret 
image.
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Figure 1.2: Schematic flow diagram of Image hiding 
and extraction using message digest algorithm.

While extracting of an image from embedded videos, 
we have to convert the videos into image. From these 
converted images we are going to generate MD-5 key 
& compare it with the actual MD-5 key generated while 
embedding. If both matches, then it is going to treat 
as current user as authorized. Otherwise user will be 
treated as unauthorized. It is also possible to recon-
struct the source videos.  

III.WORKING ALGORITHM

We divided the algorithms into two parts: one is em-
bedding process & the other extraction process.

A.Algorithm for embedding an image.

[1] Read the authenticating image.

[2] Read the source video.

[3] Convert source video into image which depends on 
number of frames that video file

[4] For each frame to do is

•Extract the image bit one by one.

•Compute the position within the mask where authen-
ticating image bit is to be inserted.

•In the computed position the authenticating image 
bit has to be replaced within the mask.

[5] Repeat the procedure 3 to 4 for other source vid-
eos.

[6] Stop.

B.Algorithm for extraction of an image.

[1] Read the embedded video file.

[2] Convert embedded video into image which depends 
on number of frames that video file.

[3] For each frame of embedded file is to do

•Compute the position within the mask in row major 
order where authenticating image bit is available.

•Extract the image bit.

•Replace image bit position in the mask image by ‘1’.

•For each 8-bit extraction constructs one pixel of an 
image.

[4] Repeat the procedure 2 and 3 for other embedded 
videos.

[5] Stop.

IV.RESULTS:

In this section results are discussed. Here we are us-
ing MATLAB R2013a software for implementing our 
proposed technique. We are creating graphical user in-
terference (GUI) with GUIDE. GUIDE, the MATLAB GUI 
Development Environment, provides a set of tools for 
creating GUIs. Following are the steps to be followed 
in order to create GUI:
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1.Start GUIDE by typing guide at the MATLAB prompt.

2.In the GUIDE Quick Start dialog box, select the Blank 
GUI (Default) template, and then click OK.

 

3.Display the names of the GUI components in the 
component palette:

a.Select File > Preferences > GUIDE.

b.Select Show names in component palette.

c.Click OK.

4.By selecting push buttons et al. the following GUI will 
be created for embedding an image.

 

5.By selecting push buttons et al. the following GUI will 
be created for extraction of an image.
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We are embedding gold coin in to two video files. We 
select atal.avi as one of video file and spider.avi as an-
other video file. Figure A shows the output of embed-
ded videos. Figure B shows the extraction of images 
from embedded videos.

 
Figure A: Embedding of a Videos.

 
Figure B: Extraction of images from embedded Vid-

eos.

Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) has been performed for 
source image & the extracted image. The values for 
these images are represented in figure C.

Figure C: SNR of secret and extracted images.

V.CONCLUSION:

The proposed technique is powerful for communica-
tion of secret data. In this paper we propose a method 
that hides the secret image in to multiple videos. Since 
all are embedded within the source video. 

Hence no need of other information required for de-
coding at the receiver end. Finally, it can be easily ex-
tended, and it has better data security and higher em-
bedded capacity.
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